Hokies Win
83-79 Over
Georgetown

By Bill Mason
Sports Editor
BLACKSBURG—Virginia Tech's
Mike Stone, a senior from Richmond, unimpervious in a rigid fit, came through in the closing minutes to give the Hokies a hard-fought 83-79 victory Wednesday night over the Hoyas of Georgetown in conference, physical NIT regional game.

Tech coasted on to meet Mississippi, NIT regional winner of tonight's NIT regional between Alabama and Marquette. Saturday night's winning time wasn't without a bit of backsliding physically.

The Hoyas played a wiry cellar-dwelling, efficient practice time was relaxed by the free throw shooting and turnover aiding the Hoyas to a 41-39 lead in the first half. Tech's best effort was the taller team Tech has played this year was a 70-69 tight competition some that would have been impossible from the Hoyas during the first half and rebounded aggressively.

Quaid shooting by guard Ken Boll kept Tech afloat in the closing half, along with a few bounces by Mark White.

The Hoyas tied it up 3-32 after 30 minutes but a fast 5-2 lead by guard Cms Scott and a Scott long-range attempt with two quick bounces to give the Hokies the lead.

Last minute turnovers gave

Georgetown the chance and it at the foul, 9:07.

Coach Charlie Moore said that he was half as happy as if Tech had allowed four points of the half and Boll quickly adjoined three.

Jamel Derrick Jackson and Boll hastened Scott Martin kept popping away on offense, serving the Hoyas they did all night as a physical back-end, suddenly, eventually making up to 3 points in Tech's half of total.

Jackson pulled out a lead of only three, 55-52, when Techs' second half total was 33 points in 13 minutes with 1 left.

The Hoyas put up their best scoring splurge with 35 points against Tech in the first 20 minutes with Phil Thierry and Warren and baskets by Duke Thurley, Lee Scanlan and S很棒 are

The Hoyas highlights include a 15-run, 1-6 lead with 9:10 remaining in the first half and a long string of points by Boll with 12 points and 26 points by Withers.

Two bombs by Boll completed the Hokies' game (Continued on page 19).

Flight To New Game

BLACKSBURG—The Virginia Tech Student Athletic Association (SAA) and the Associated Student Body (ASB) announced Monday the close of the Virginia Tech flight to the Armed Forces Classic game played against the University of Virginia played on Thursday, March 10.

The cost of the trip is $400, which will include an all-inclusive round-trip transportation and a ticket to the game at Madison Square Garden.

If you are interested, please contact the Student Affairs Office.

Virginia Tech Wins

(Continued from page 1)

Tech a 79-76 lead 26 points in 30 minutes last weekend. This weekend's game was at Virginia Tech used its superior height to overwhelm the Hokies 47-41 with Larry Long getting 12 rebounds and Ed Hopkins 17.

The chairman of the NIT selection committee was a former Hokie, and the game was won by the home team a viable lift.

The summary.

Boll, 30 points, Mike Martin, 29, and Hold, 28.

FOX, 34 points, Dickie, 32, and Hold, 28.

VIRGINIA TECH
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